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To a New Conception of the Internal Constitution 
of the Earth 

By A. F. KAPUSTINSKY*, Moscow 

ot all the questions occupying the nfi.nds of natu
ralists are equal in scope and importance. Some of them 
are so vast that their investigation cannot be perform
ed by any single branch of science; they require close 
collaboration of various domains of human knowledge. 
To this category belong the questions of the origin of 
life, the genesis of the universe, the use of the atomic 
energy. Under this heading, also, comes the problem of 
the structure of the Earth, the solution of which in
evitably requires the application of geology, physics, 
chemistry and seismology. Such coordination has ac
tually been attempted in most cases by the numerous 
scientists, whose work is so well known that we shall 
refrain from citing all of them at the beginning of this 
short article, referring only to those, whose work is 
directly related to the subject under discussion. 

Following this synthetic approach, we should like to 
attempt to outline here those concepts which best cor
respond to essentially diverse scientific methods, such 
as modern electronic chemistry, quantum mechanics, 
thermodynamics of high pressure, as well as seismo
logy, with special reference to the application of this 
last branch of knowledge to the geological sciences. 
This was the course followed by V . M. GOLDSCHMIDT, 
for instance ; but since then many new achievements 
have appeared in science, which do not agree with his 
ideas. 

The partial defects of this method may be accepted 
if it enables us to get to a definite conclusion on the 
basic and decisive directives . This makes it pos ible 
to arrive at a conception of the Earth's constitution 
which, while partly includif\g the existing viewpoints, 
is apparently new on the whole and may therefore 
deserve the reader's attention. 

1. The Thermodynamics of Ultrahigh Pressures 

Conclusions of thermodynamics do not always lend 
themselves to descriptive representation but have the 
advantage of great generality. In addition to the clas
sica11st and 2nd laws, a 3rd law has been introduced 
into it, often called the 'heat t heorem' (NERNST), 
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which makes it possible to foresee the properties of 
crystals near the absolute zero (LEWIS and GIBSON). 
This law has both its protagonists for instance, 
SIMON 1 and antagonists for instance, FOWLER and 
STERN 2. 

Much less well developed is the thermodynamic prog
nostication with regard to the properties of bodies 
under high pressures, which have been carefully ex
amined experimentally by BRIDGMAN 3. Among the 
attempts to fill this gap, we shall mention the work 
of LEWIS4. We shall also briefly outline below the re
sults of our investigations 5 referred to in this article. 

Classical thermodynamics restricts itself to noting 
the equality between the change of entropy (5) with 
volume (v) and the change of pressure (p) with temper
ature (T): 

(1) 

If we wish to go further, since here, as in the case with 
the 1st and 2nd laws, reference to experiment is in
evitable and it shows that pure condensed bodies, when 
heated, expand, i.e. if the temperature is raised and 
the volume remains unchanged, the pressure must 
grow. But if (iJpjiJT)v > 0, then it follows from (1) 
that (iJ5jiJv) T > 0, hence compression on entropy is 
equivalent to the influence of cooling. 

Thus, with an increase in pressure we approach a 
condition under which 

(2) 

This is possible only when the entropies of all bodies 
approaches one and the same constant value. This 
value, according to the statistical considerations figur
ed in the formulation of the 3rd law by PLANCK 6, 

should be taken as zero. Hence, for pure crystals, com
pressed to zero volume (covolume), the entropy tends 
to become zero: 

5 = 0 lim V~O (3) 

1 F. SIMON, Ergebnisse der exakten Naturwissetlscha/ten, vol. 9 
(1930), p. 222. 

2 R. FOWLER and S. STERN, Rev. Mod. Phys. 4, 637 (1932). 
3 P. BRIDGMAN, Phys. Rev. 2, 57 (1940); The Physics 0/ High 

Pressure (London 1949). 
4 G. N. LEWIS, Zeit. physik. Chern. Festschrift, p. 532 (1927). 
5 A. F. KAPUSTINSKY, Doklady Acad. Scien. USSR (russ) 18, N 4, 

280 (1945) . 
6 M. PLANCK, Treatise on Thermodynamics (New York 1945). 
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We do not refer here to other various formulations 
of this proposition, which could be termed the 4th law 
of thermodynamics. All of them are to a great extent 
postulative, since there are no direct 'proofs and much 
still remains subj ect to dispute . Thus, it is generally 
uncertain whether a crystalline state of matter is pos
sible under ultrahigh pressures, and, therefore, whether 
our postulates are satisfactory as applying to critically 
compressed crystals. Possibly the Earth's core is in a 
quasi-crystalline state, partly similar to that of ordi
nary water. Excessive scepticism would in any case be 
unwarranted. True, high temperatures also change the 
properties of matter, and yet we can successfully apply 
.the third law to any temperature range, as in astro
physics, for instance, where we treat the conditions in
vestigated as critical. 

2 

Depth 

Fig. I.-Change of chemical composition of the Earth with depth. 

Applying the above generalizations to the examina
tion of the nature of the interior parts of our planet, 
we may observe first of all that the division of the 
Earth into four chemically distinct zones, as suggested 
by V. M. GOLDSCHMIDT as early as 1927 and accepted 
by many geochemists, is now often questioned. To the 
usual arguments, the fact may be added that GOLD
SCHMIDT 7 based his theory upon the presumption of 
the immutability of the ordinary properties of matter, 
while their radical change with ultrahigh pressures is 
now no longer subject to any doubt (see next para
graph). 
. Equally unplausible seems the diametrically opposed 
point of view, recently set forwarq. by LODOCHNI
ROV s, that the Earth as a whole constitutes a chemical 
homogeneity, since it is impossible to regard as totally 
precluded a certain growth of concentration of heavy 
particles from the crust to the .centre under the effect 
of the gravitational forces acting over a long period of 
time. The change of the Earth's composition with depth 
is s ubject, on the whole, to the law of continuity. This 
difference of opinion may best be represented graphi
cally (see Fig. 1) by plotting the depth on the X -axis 
and the content of some relatively light element on the 
Y-axis (%A). Then GOLDSCHMIDT'S theory will cor-

, V. M. GOLDSCHMIDT, Geochemistry (London 1954) . 
8 V. N. LODOCHNIKOFF, Zapiski Wsesojusn. Mineral Ob-wa (russ), 

58,207,428 (1939) . 

respond to a stepped curve (1), LODOCHNIKOV'S one to 
a horizontal line (2), and our views to a smoothly 
dropping curve (3). 

Hitherto we have assumed homogeneity as charac
terizing the Earth's composition. Such is not the case 
with the physicochemical properties. Seismology 
(which permits more subtle distinctions to be observed) 
roughly but unmistakably indicates the existence of a 
special kernel at a depth of 2900 km. According to 
what we have said in the present chapter, irrespective 
of the real thermal state, the properties of crystals 
under rising pressure increasingly approach the prop
erties characteristic of condensed matter at · absolute 
zero temperature. But inasmuch as pressures in , the 
order of a million atmospheres practically approach in
finitely high pressures , it may naturally be taken that, 
beginning with the border of the central kernel and 
further down, the entropy, thermal capacity, compres
sibility and thermic expansion of crystals reach zero, 
while the heats of transformation become equal to free 
energies. In other words, the Earth's central zone, no 
matter what its temperature, represents a body re
quiring a negligible amount of heat to become heated, 
a body approximating in its physical properties (as 
will be shown in the paragraphs below) to a metallic 
state (possessing, inter alia, high conductivity), a body 
whose energy is in a 'juvenile' non-degenerate state, 
since its entropy is practically equal to zero. Thecen
tral zone or kernel is a region of bodies with zero 
entropy. 

Energy degeneration begins only beyond its bound
aries, and increases when approaching the periphery. 

2. Thermal State of Earth 

It is generally held that temperature, like pressure, 
grows with depth, reaching some 5000°C at the Earth's 
centre. This fully harmonizes with the Kant-Laplace 
theory, which deRicts the Earth as a body with a 
steadily diminishing temperature. This theory, how
ever, has already lost its former significance and has 
begun to give way to others, for instance, to those in 
which it is supposed that only the shells are heated 
while the centre remains cold. 

The data of radiochemistry has proved of special im
portance in showing that the heat generated by radio
active transformations is sufficient to maintain the 
high temperature of the planet as a whole. Computa
tions made first by KHLOPIN 9 and later by LATIMER 10, 

proved convincingly that the number of radioactive 
atoms contained in the Earth absolutely suffices to 
heat it to a temperature of some thousands of degrees. 
But inasmuch as the number of such atoms first in-

9 V. G. KHLOPI N, Izvestia Acad. Sciences of USSR Geogr. and 
Geophysics (russ) N 2 (1937). 

10 W. LATIMER, Science 11 2, 101 (1950). 
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creases and then decreases with depth, VERNADSKy ll 

expressed the conjecture that the temperature first 
rises and then falls so that the kernel forms a compara
tively cold part of the planet. 

Such an explanation would be plausible had not the 
thermal capacity of the substances composing the globe 
changed with pressure, hence also with depth. Since 
the t emperature T, the amount of heat generated by 
radioactive decay Q, and the thermal capacity Care 
interconnected by the usual equation 

T = ~ (4) 

with C = const., T must change in the same way as 
Q, and the above may be expressed by the upper part 
of Figure 2, I. But, as already indicated earlier, ther
mal capacity with the approach to the centre dimin
ishes to values approaching zero , which is graphically 
expressed by the middle part of Figure 2, II. A combi
nation of I and II produces the resultant lower part of 
the Figure 2, III, according to which in a stationary 

T 

DI 

Depth 

Fig.2.- Comparison: (a) of the change in the amount of heat Q 
generated by the decay of radio elements, (b) the chan ge of heat 
capacities C, and, finally (e) the tempera ture T, from the periphery 

to the centre of the Earth. 

state the negligible amounts of heat generated by radio
active substances are sufficient, in view of the infinitely 
small thermal capacity, to maintain the temperature 
at the high level already reached. This level corre
sponds to the temperature of that part of the Earth 
where such small thermal capacities are reached, i. e. 
the beginning of the kernel zone. It amoun ts to 2000-
2500°C. And since, as we have already stated, the 
kernel must possess high heat conductivity too, its 
temperature at all points can be only one and the same. 

Thus, our theory, advanced in accordance with the 
data of radiogeology and radiochemistry, permits the 

11 V. 1. VERNADSKY, Trudy XVII International Geolog. Congre,s 
(russ) 1,215 (1939). 

central kernel of the Earth, beginning with the depth 
of 2900 km, to be regarded as an isothermic hot zone 
with a temperature of approximately 2000-2500°C. 

cenfrispllere 

J 1-5 

2 '·0 

Depth in km ' 103 

Fig. 3.- The changes in pressure and tempera ture (double line) with 
depth. The vertical dotted line denotes the border of the central 

zone of the Earth. 

Figure 3 graphically shows how the growth of pres
sure and the growth of temperature differ with the 
depth of penetration into the interior of the Earth. 

3. Electronic I somerism of the Atoms and Degeneration 
of the Chemical Properties 

It is well known that the first 18 elements of the 
Mendeleev system differ from the others both geo
chemically and by the structure of their atoms: they 
constitute 92% of the Earth's crust, which testifies, 
perhaps, to their relative stability, and they also have 
the electronic structure of the atoms exactly corre
sponding to the filling of all the levels provided for by 
the Pauli exclusion principle. It is also of interest to 
note that the nuclei of their atoms contain an equal 
number of protons and neutrons. 

As the compression of the atoms grows, the electrons 
become capable of shifting to deeper energy level , i.e. 
to unfilled orbits closer to the nucleus, without violat
ing the exclusion principle. The resulting atoms of one 
and the same element possessing an identical composi
tion, i.e. the same number of electrons, protons and 
neutrons, will differ, however, from the original atoms 
by their structure, hence also by their properties. We 
shall name this phenomenon 'electronic isomerism of 
atoms'. 
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Table I. Electronic Isomerism of Calcium Atoms 

Quantum level I 1 5 

. . . (in calcium atom 2 
DlstnbutIon of electrons in isocalcium atom 2 

I 

An illustration may be provided by the atoms of the 
calcium element whose atomic number is 20. Normal 
calcium (Ca20) and 'isocalcium' (Ca20) which is obtain
able from the former by means of pressure, differ sub
stantially 'from one another in a quantumchemical 
respect, inspite of identity of composition, as Table I 
clearly shows. 

The more complex the atoms, the more varied may 
the possible 'isomerism' be. The pressures required for 
such isomerism to develop are not too high. STERN
HEIMER 12, using theWigner-Seitz's quantum theory, 
has calculated the energy of transition of an electron 
from the 6-s level to the 5-d level. If his data (45000 
atm.) are re-calculated for the depth of the Earth, we 
shall get about 100 km. Of course, the energies of'iso
merization of atoms are different for different elements, 
but these differences are not too great and apparently 
correspond to depths of between 50 and 120 km. In 
all probability, the 'Mochorovicic discontinuity', 
which is well known to geologists and seismologists, 
exactly corresponds at a depth of 40-60 km to the be
ginning of this new zone, in which the atoms of most 
eiements begin to acquire new, anomalous and still 
practically unknown chemical properties. Hence, 
atoms with well-known chemical properties exist only 
in the outer shell of the Earth, which is fairly thin and 
stretches · only to the 'Mochorovicic discontinuity' . 
Deeper down, these properties degenerate and al
though chemical reactions do take-place, in most sys
tems the laws governing them are tot.ally unknown, 
inasmuch as most chemical elements there undergo a 
radical change in the electronic structure of their atoms. 
The deeper we penetrate this zone, the more substan
tial are these changes and the deeper are the layers of 
electrons effected by them. It may be properly named 
a zone with' degenerate chemical properties'. 

While degeneration of energy increases from the 
Earth's centre to its periphery, the degeneration of 
chemical properties increases from the periphery to 
the centre. 

4. Annihilation of Chemical Properties under 
Ultrahigh Pressures 

Chemical reactions represent a regrouping ofelec
trons in atomic, molecular and crystalline structures, 
possible only because of the fixed electronic 'archi
tecture' of these particles, and its absence would cor-

12 R. STERNHEIMER, Phys. Rev. 78,235 (1950). 

I 25 2P I 35 3p 3d I 45 I 

2 6 2 6 - 2 
2 6 2 6 2 -

respond to the disappearance of chemism. But since 
Mendeleev's periodic system of electrons expresses 
precisely the distinctions in the electronic structure of 
the atoms, the question naturally arises, does the peri
odical nature of the properties depend upon the pres
sure, and if so, how? If, for instance, the periodicity 
becomes less and less pronounced with pressure, then 
we may hope to find, by extrapolation, pressures at 
which it does not manifest itself at all, when, therefore, 
'annihilation'· of chemical properties takes place, I.e. 
chemical transformations become impossible. 

a b d 

f(P} :O 

1 z . 

Fig.4.-Change of the function of periodicity t(P) with pressure p. 
In each figure (a), (b), (c) and (d) the dotted lines indicate the borders 
within which the properties plotted on the Y-axis vary from the 

atomic numbers Z. From (a) to (c) the pressure rises. 

At present this problem lends itself to solution, al
though very roughly indeed. Yet RICHARDS 13 showed 
that the compressibility of simple bodies (elements) 
changes periodically with ato~ic weight. Making use 
of BRIDGMAN'S analogous data for 30000 and 100000 
atmospheres, WERESCHAGIN and LICHTER 14 demon
strated that periodicity manifest s itself right up to 
these high pressures, its manifestation becoming less 
and less pronounced with the rise of pressure. This is 
graphically represented in Figure 4 where from left to 
right, from lower to higher pressures, the decrease in 
the range of periodic changes of a given property, de
pending on the atomic numbers of the elements Z, are 
is given. 

Let us introduce into the subject the 'periodicity 
function' f(P), which represents (see Fig. 4, arrow to 
the right) the distance between the dotted lines limit
ing the fluctuations observed, and provides, as it were, 
a relative 'startup' of the periodic changes. Obviously, 
the smaller the value of this function the less the pe
riodicity manifests itself, while its reduction to zero 
will correspond to complete disappearance of perio
dicity, and chemical properties as well. 

13 T. RICHARDS, ]. Amer. chern. Soc. 37, 1643 (1915). 
14 L. WERESCHAGIN and A. LICHTER, Doklady Acad. Scien. USSR 

(russ) 86, 745 (1952). ' 
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Table II presents this function as computed by us 
on the basis of the materials given in WERESCHAGIN 
and LICHTER'S article for different pressures (which we 
express in the form of logarithms, 19p in view of their 
large scales). The same data are represented graphi-

Table I I 

Charge of periodicity function I(P) with pressure 

Pre SUfC 

I 

Periodicity Pressure I 
p function logarithm 

in atm f(P) log p 

1 2·5 0·00 
30000 1·3 4·48 

100000 0·9 5·00 
(1400000) 0·0 (6·15) 

cally in Figure 5. The points, although few, fall on a 
smooth curve which crosses the zero value of the peri
oclicity function at pressures approaching 1400000 at
mospheres (log p = 6,15). 

JO 

7 2 J 5 5 
!ogp 

Fig. 5.-Changc of function of periodicity, computed from the com
pressibility of the chemical elemen ts, with pressure (more exactly, 
with the pressure logarithm plotted on the X·axis). The dotted line 

denotes the border of the cen tral kernel. 

Rough as this extrapolation may be, the above data 
reveal an interesting connection between geochemistry 
and seismology. Indeed, the pressure obtained by such 
extrapolation corresponds to a depth of 2900 km, i.e. 
the very depth to which all seismic data agree as con
stituting the beginning of the Earth's central zone. 

At present we are in possession only of one periodi
cally changing property, which has been studied for 
many elements and for such high pressures, viz., com
pressibility. There is no ground to assume, however, 
that for the other properties the picture would differ 
substantially. All tIllS permits the Earth's central zone 
to be regarded as a geosphere in which no chemical 
reactions can take place. Its specific and most charac
teristic feature is, apparently, not its chemical compo
sition, ince the chemical properties are obviously eras
ed here, but the electronic state of matter. Inasmuch 
as the chemical properties in it are 'annihilated'; it may 
naturally be named 'a zone of zero chemistry'. 

5. 'M etallization' of the Earth's Interior 

The progress of quantum mechanics has given rise. 
to various interesting explanations of the processes oc
curing within the stars and planets. According to 

VVIGNER and HUNTINGTON 15, a quantum-mechanical 
calculation of the compressibility of an elementary 
hydrogen lattice, reveals the possibility of the appear
ance of free electrons characteristic of a metallic condi
tion, under the action of sufficient pressure. KUHN and 
RITTMANN 16 suggested the existence of a hydrogen 
kernel in the Earth's centre and believe a partial re
moval of hydrogen from the earth as a whole to be de
finitely possible, while KRONIG, DE BOER and KOR
RINGA 17 indicated the possibility of hydrogen changing 
to a metallic state with a density of 0·8 g/cm3 under 
a pressure of 700000 atm. RAMSEy I8 , in a series of 
works, discussed in detail the possibility of a transition 
of bodies into a metallic state, and of a radical change 
of their physical properties under high pressure in the 
interior of stars and planets. A review of these re
searches, as well as the dynamic conception of the 
Earth's internal structure, have recently been given by 
EGYED I9. To this may be added that, from 1936 the 
author of this paper has also published a number of 
works (in Russian) to substantiate the idea that inside 
the Earth the condition of bodies in many respects 
resembles that observed near the absolute-zero temp
erature, any body changing to a metallic state under 
sufficien tly high pressure 20. 

It follows from the considerations given in the previ
ous sections that this conception may well be argued 
and satisfactorily agrees with a number of works by 
other authors. 

Indeed, according to quantum chemistry, under suf
ficient pressure the destruction of the electronic shells 
of the atoms is inevitable, so that the Earth's kernel, 
whatever its 'composition' may be, must be in a 
'metallized' state, i.e. the nuclei of the atoms im
mersed in plasma are in a tightly packed state. Ac
cording to the thermodynamics of high pressure, this 
homogeneous isothermic phase with a temperature. of 
about 2000-2500°C has the properties of a system 
located, as it were, close to the absolute-zero tempera
ture. Its entropy, heat capacity, compressibility ap
proach zero, while its electric and heat conductivity 
sharply increase; it is even possible that the phase is in 
a state of supra-conductivity and suprafluidity. 

We arrive at this conclusion by theoretical analy is, 
but it may be added that recent experiental investiga-
tions have confirmed these ideas. . 

15 E. WIGNER and H. HU NTINGTON, J. chern. Phys. 3,764 (1935). 
16 W. KUHN und A. RITTMANN, Geo!. Rundschau, 32, 215 (1941). 

- \Y. KUIIN, Naturwiss. 30,689 (1942); Exper. 2,391 (1946); atur
wiss. 33, 3ll (1946) . - W. KUHN und S. VIELHAUER, Geochim. cos
mochim. Acta 3, 169 (1953). 

17 R. KRONIG, J. DE BOER, and J. KORRINGA, Physica 12, 245 
(1946). 

18 W. RAMSEV, Monthly Notices Royal Astronom. Soc. 108, 406 
(1948); Geophys Supplement 5, N 9 (1949). 

,9 L. EGVED, Geo!. Rundschau 46, 101 (1957). 
20 First short communication see A. KAPUSTINSKV, Sbornik akad. 

Vernadskomu k 50-letiy deyatelnosti, 1, Acad. Scienc. USSR 1936 
(russ). Last one see: Sbornik Voprosy geoch. i. mineralogii . Acad. 
Scienc. USSR, 1956 (russ). - See also A. KAPUSTINSKV, Nature 180, 
1245 (1957). 
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Thus, ALDER and CHRISTIAN 21, by measuring the 
electric conductivity of highly compressed mineral 
crystals, demonstrated that under high pressures these 
bodies acquire the same degree of electric conductivity 
as metals. 

Since in the phase considered all electrons are free 
and collectivized (and the most characterstic feature 
of the metallic state is the presence of free electrons 
belonging to the lattice as a whole), any chemical reaC7 
tions are impossible here. The kernel or region of 
'squashed' atoms, as pointed out above, represents a 
zone of 'zero chemistry' . H ere both oxygen and sili
cium are as much metals as iron and sodium. Formally, 
by their atomic numbers, various elements may be 
represented here. But the usual meaning of the t erm 
'element' is complet ely lost here since we are dealing 
generally with a universally 'metallized' phase. By its 
properties it must closely approach the ironnickel 
kernel which was considered by earlier theories of geo
chemistry, with those important specific differences of 
principle which were dealt with above. 

6. Geospheres and General Conclusions Concerning 
their Physio-Chemical Properties 

As a result, we come to the conclusion of the exist
ence of three geospheres - peripheric, intermediate and 
central - a classification which can be given in terms 
of both geology and chemistry: 

Classification of Geospheres 

Geological I General Chemical 

Crust or Perisphere Normal 
I lithosphere (50- 120 km) chemistry zone 

Intermediate Intersphere Degenerated 
eclogitic shell (120-2900 km) chemistry zone 
« Metallized ,) Centrisphere Zero chemistry 
kernel of Earth (2900-6370 km) zone 

To this should be added, of course, the three surface 
geospheres, the atmosphere, hydrosphere and bio
sphere, which have not been discussed above, because 
they have relatively smaller dimensions and mass. 

All known chemical reactions, subj ect to the classical 
laws of chemistry, occur mostly on the periphery of the 
E arth in the perisphere, which represents a het erogene
ous, i. e. multi phased and comparatively thin, shell 
with more blurred and less distinct borders than the 
kernel border. 

The intermediat e zone, the 'intersphere' , which is 
mainly composed of eclogitic rocks, is characterized by 
the emergence of phasial homogenization and passing 
of the atomic electrone to deeper and unfilled energy 
levels under the action of higher pressures. The chemi
cal properties of substances increasingly 'degenerate ' , 

21 B. ALDER and R. CHRISTIAN, Phys. Rev. 104 , N 22 (1 956) . 

more and more diverse types of electronic isomerism 
and far-reaching ionization of atoms develop, and the 
processes begin to follow laws as yet unknown to us, 
about which we are able to form only a general idea. 

The centrisphere is completely devoid of any chemi
cal properties . The electronic shells are subj ect to de
struction, and no reactions can be achieved. This is a 
zone of 'zero chemistry', a zone of a homogeneous 
phase, consisting of atomic nuclei immersed in plas
ma, common to all nuclei and possessing the prop
erties of the metallic st ate .. This uniform alloy appears 
to be a quasi-crystalline fluid in some respects similar 
to water, according to the well known theory of Bernall 
and Fowler. H ere all bodies found in nature - quartz, 
olivines, carbides, etc. - regardless of their chemical 
origin , are transformed into a structurally homogene
ous 'nuclear met al' , 'metallization' occurs under pres
sure. The high heat conductivit y of such a phase m akes 
the exist ence of a t emperature gradient in it impos
sible, and that is why the central kernel constitut es an 
isothermic phase. The main sources of heat, maintain
ing a more or less stationary condition of the E arth, 
are the processes of radiochemical transformations of 
the Earth as a yvhole, sufficient to maintain the centri
sphere t emperature at about 2000-2500° C. Despite 
such a high t emperature, the bodies constituting the 
centrispher~ behave, as a result of the action of ultra
high pressure, as if they were in t emperatures approach
ing absolute zero. 

* 
There is no doubt that the geochemical theory of the 

laminated structure of the Earth is more in the nature 
of a hypothesis, still to be checked and proved. It is 
supported, however, by the fact that it is in agreement 
with modern chemistry, quantum mechanics and seis
mology. 

Zusammenjassung 

Auf Grund der Ergebnisse der modernen Elektronen
chemie, der Quantenmechanik, der Ultra-R ochdruck
Thermodynamik und bis zu einem gewissen Grade der 
Seismologie wird eine neue Ansicht iiber die Struktur der 
Erde postuliert. Das Modell einer Kugel, die stufenweise 
mit Zunahme der Tiefe ihre Zusammenset zung andert, 
erscheint wahrscheinlich. Die von den Seismologen be
obachtete Zonierung beruht nicht auf drastischen Ver
anderungen der Zusammensetzung, sondern auf einer ste
tigen Degeneration der chemischen Eigenschaften der 
Atome, die dureh einen Umbau der atomaren Elektronen
struktur unter Einwirkung von R ochdruek zustande 
kommt . Die aussere Riille, «Perisphare,) (50- 100 km), 
umfasst eine Zone wohlbekannter ehemiseher Struktur. 
Auf sie ·folgt die (<lntersphare,) (bis 2900 km) , die eine 
radikale Anderung der Eigensehaften der Atome aufweist, 
beruhend auf einem Ubergang der Elektronen auf ein 
tieferes Energieniveau, das heisst «Degeneration ,) der ehe
misehen Eigensehaften. 1m lnnerst en befindet sieh der 
Kern, «Zentrisphare,), eine «metallisierte,) Phase mit einer 
konst anten Temperatur von 2000-2500° C, deren ehemi
sehe Eigensehaften 0 sind und in der die Kerne in ein 
elektronisches Plasma eingebettet sind. 
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the Department with adequate plant material, and 
also give space for growth experiments, etc. The 
garden will lie between the greenhouse and the chem
istry wing, facing west, and will inclnd a water garden. 

The locture theatre has accommodation for an 
andienco of 120 on tiered honchos; btlt for class 
toaching only the front rOWM are used, and these have 
tops broad onough to take the drawing boards and 
books requirro for normal class-work. Black-out is 
fitted, and the room is oquippod fol' cinema·, st,ill
and mIcro-projection. 

The museum iH intondo<.l Lo houso to ching col
II'CtiOlLH of animals, the school hel'bariwn colloction 
and tho rt'l'lul('s of wOI'k <11111(' on Lhe annual Eastor 
" xl)('dit . i\)rL~ . , 

Tho l'hysiC's J)(\pm1111elll (tOgOtht;)I' with a HI,aII 
I'oom and lilJral"~) ol!t' lIl'ips tho n ' I, of tho tirst 
ttoor, ani I ('o1l1prisPtl t,wo largtl laboratories, one 
for (~lllll1t'nt· 'I\" .\ - work IIp La Ortiinar,v Lon;1 (If till' 
Il noral COl·titicl:I.t" of Etlucut.ion oxaminatioll amI the 
oMll-r for mOl'O advancod wOI'k. As annnxOB to the 
I,Ittl'I', th.,1'1' firt ' lUI Itcl\-anc()(1 l"boratOl',V proper and a 
Jark · room for opt.icllll-xlx'rimf'nts which will bet,weell 
Lhom acconunodato ahout tWllllty bOYM, anll in which 
(.ho appamlus 1'01' n Il'nL,rthy pill{'o of work cau bo 
I .. ft unJist·urbNl . Tll"r ~Ire al. 0 two tiered lecture 
I'OOlru!, oadl with Hi-ill. diul anuneteJ'. voltmeter and 
"('\ltre-zoro galvanomot-or mOlUlt<xi above 1,110 hlfLck· 
board, and ono containing n. 'dry' cupboard for 
,'Ioc'(·r. .~taliet! lip pal'atI U:!. The olectrical installation 
I H'OviJOfl d.c. v'II'iabl(, botWI n 4 volts anti lU8 volts, 
lI'om 1011(1 acid coils chargoo by a ro<·t.il.ior unit; nnll 
" Iso low-volt.ag" (12.volt or 24-volt) 50-cycle a.c. 
"lIl1ie-i'-IlL ",,, .. king points arl' anlilablo for c1llsM 
tlxl,,'rilUenl-s on alt-orna.ting curron(. Tho physi C's 
work~hop, "jLh wood.working bench, lathe, power
d.rtll 1l.11I1 gItL~s-blo\\-ing tablc" is equippod for tht;) 
making of most ordinary ploces of I\pparat.lls, af! woll 
IIJ.I for routtnf' )'('pail- l\Iul mainu'nanc(l work. 

SPATIAL ASYMMETRIES IN 
IT-1l DECAY 

SOME interosting obs~rvations Oil tho decay of 
pions at rUllt in a nuclear (Imulsion, made b~' a 

\trOllP of phytlicitlt-s at the Inst.itute of Atomic Physics 
>It Bucharl'st, were recently presented. (,0 the French 
.\(·a<lomy of. cienc s*. The emulsion was exposed t·o 
pilHL'l produccd hy tho largo synchro-cyclotron at the 
Lnstitutu of .!S'udoar Rosearch n('\ar Moscow. Tht' 
;-; f-l uocay ovents woro clastlified into two groups, 
do!x'ndmg on whether the muon momE'ntum wa.s 
directed fonvardR or backwards with respect to tho 
pion momonttun immediatl'ly before stopping. In. a 
total of 3,5!l5 l'\,ontH, 2,199 backwar(1 and 1,396 for
ward decaYH Wl'ro seen. If tho HIlgu.lar distribution is 
•• r t.lto type (I + b cos 6), whero 0 is tho angle between 
~ho two mom nta, then b is found to be - 0·447 ± 
0 ·032. Such a largo asymmetry parameter b, differing 
fr m zero by more than 14 standard deviations, clearly 
I'tlrulOt bo ascribed to a statistical flnctuation. 

An asymmt't-ry in 1t-f-l dooay could mean that the 
pion has a finite spin (most plausibly 2 units of h/21t) 
with which to 'remember' its direction of motion 
before stopping. Such a concllL'Iion would bo quitf' 

• Hulub I. U .• -I.uHIAnJer, J .• llalt-a, E .. Frledll!.ndrr . E • Tit ~ i<-t\ S. , 
"nd VIBky. T., C.R .. Arad, Sci., Par~, 245. 68 (1\15i). 
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oontrary to all previous ideas about pion phenomeua, 
which are easily and consistent,ly interpreted on the 
bl\'1is of zero spin for the pion, It should also be noted 
that a longit,udinal polarization of the pion beam used 
ill tho oxperin!(mt would almost certainly mean that 
I.arit,y was not conserved in the pI'oduction process, 
although it is possible to inl~gine an wlusual magnetic
tield arrangement which would invalidate this con
eltU:!ion. Non-conserva.tion of parity in a 'strong' 
process sueh as pion-production would be hard to 
reconcile with the observed conservation of parity in 
Illlclear forcos. 

Alternativoly, and much mOl'o drasLlct.llly, the effect 
could mean that ourrent ideas about spa.ce, which lead 
to connexions between angular momonta and spatial 
probability distributions, are falStl . This would be an 
extremely fundamental coaclusion, but recent oxpori
I~nce with the parity hypothesis haB tt.lught physicistB 
to be ct.lutions about rejecting all idoa of changos of 
(.his kind. 

At tho Int~'rnat.ional Confer('ncu rl:lCently hold in 
Padna and V nico, B 'I'ml gnmps working with 
mlClear emulsIOns report.('d finding variOllS kinds of 
anisot.rnpy in 1t-fl dE'Cays. In eaoh ease, howover, the 
oxp(ll'im~mt had I)l)('n (Ixt.onded t,n LiLA llillctrol1S aftor
w,wds olllitt.{l([ ill fl ll- dooay, The angular co rt'l,1 a.. 
I,i, -n in the f-l~ dl'("ay is wpll known and comp,uatively 
small in nucloor cllUllsion (a.s~'ll\lnoLL-y IHJ.rl:l.metor 
numcrieally . 1Ut\lltH· than - () ·20). It followl! that 
th(\ Jt-e corrf,latioll, thro\lgh t.\lO doeay processes, 
should be mw'h "nnu.lIcr thnn (,ho simple 1t-fl correla
tionfl. This 'was nnt fonnd t,o bo tl'lLO, indioatiulI: that 
thl' l, ffect s obflervoU Wl'ro not. physillU.l. tmt clue rathel' 
to hithertn unflllSp€'ct.('(\ dlstort.lolU! or sf-arming 
biasos in HUI,!r,al' ,-mulsion work. 

At the saml' l'onf'JrOnl'!I. 1:'rof. L. 11. LodOI'Il'lI\n, of 
Cohllnbia University, Ncw York, roport(\{lsome work 
lIi~ing COuntl'rB and electt-onic recording of th(' OYOntM 
(Garwin, Gidal, Lederman and Wein.rich, unpub
lished), In the horizontl'll plano, they find all asym
metry paramoter in the 1t- fl pr'ocl'ss of 0 ·025 _ 0 '025, 
oHSentiaUy a zero I'llSlLlt. Tho up.down asymmetry 
parameter was - O'Oll; ± 0 '012, ngain !thowing 
ilLQignificant dovint.ion frolll isotropy. 

.r. 1\[. CA"SELS 

A GEOCHEMICAL HYPOTHESIS OF 
THE EARTH'S STRUCTURE· 

By A. F. KAPUSTINSKY 
Corresponding Member, Acad, Sci. U.S.S.R._ Institute of 

General and Inorganic Chemistry, Moscow 

GOLD~CHl\lIDT'~ view that tho inturior of tl'tl 
Earth r esomblt,,, tho hearth of 0. smelting furnac(\ 

amI t.hat the :Earth is zonal in its stl'Ucturo, with each 
zone characterized by certain liOlninant "loment'Il, 
has long prcvail din gL"od lOmist.ry. In r(\cent yom'S. 
howev(\r, th e views havc been critically examined, 
and many scientist.>!, s uch as y, N. Lodochuikov, 
consider a chomically homog n (,(lUB, nOll-zonal globt· 
much moro probablo. 

In two recent papt'rtl l 1 haVl' oxamim-rl tlus problelll 
in detatl and hero 1 would like to gi\'o a brief sum
mary of t·he con('\lL'~iol1S I have ,'eac·hod. 

• l'lulllmary of a paper r~I\(1 nt the ~'llIp'hlum on Gt'OChcOlI.try 
held In PariB In July 1957. 
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In the first instance, in my opinion, we cannot 
a.ccept Goldsclunidt's views, as they are basO<.l on a 
conception of oniinary behaviour of mattor. As we 
shall see later, tho properties of matter and the pro
pertios of atoms remain constant only in the crust 
of the Earth, whoreas under pressure of hundreds of 
thousands of atmospheres, the properties of matter 
change so much that the .... (\ry nature and direction 
of physical and chemical procosses become altogether' 
diff~rent. 

On the other hand, the Earth cannot be regarded as 
homogeneous. The Earth's core, for example, is 
probably rich in iron, and modem seismology support.f! 
very strongly the existonce of geo·zonoR having 
different physical properties. But at t·ho Bamn t,inw, 
it is c lear that classieal chemistry, based on the 
Mendeleoff periodic law and tho Pauli exclusion prin. 
{'iplo, cannot be appliod to matter composin,:( the 
Earth as 0. wholo. Tho study of the Earth requireH a 
now and mom fundamontal approaeh, baRl',l on new 
finliingR rolating to the bohaviour of mat,tel' un{ler 
vt'ry high pr\'~8uro. 

It is now known that with increasing pl'essuro 
the out r lllectrons of t·he atoms are forccd into the 
lower quantum·lovels, a pro '~R eventuaUy loodlllg to 
the occupation by tho electrons of all tho unfilled 
positions in quantum· levels. .For oxampll" while 
undel' Ol'dinal'v condit,ions calcium has two outo!' 
oloctrons tlot tl;n luvel 48, and the levol 3d is unfilled, 
wl<ior pr ~sur(\ wo luay expoct an 'isomoriztlotion' 
and tho tmn.«[i.mnation of ordinmy calciwn into 
· i,~f).cllicium', in whi('h tho two 48 lectrons 11,\'ll 

diAplaced into tho 3d level. Since thu chomietlol 
propertied un!llHtd I)l'imarily on the elootro11 cl'mntutn 
charactori8t,iel', thi" now atom 'would have completely 
new propertlO .. '!. 

Acconling to H. Stemhui.mor's· calculation!!, the 
pressuro uncler which the outer olootrons I1l'O pushed 
into the lower quant.urn·level, for Ca.lsiwn, for oxample, 
IS of thu nrdel' of 45,000 atm., which COITl'sponds to 
tlo dupth of about 100 krn. of the Earth'8 crust. Allow
ing variutio11 among differont olements lmo may 
assumo ,.his dopth to \,m'y from 60 to 120 kill., buillg 
t.h(' lowur bOLlndary of a goo·zonn callod b~' mo thu 

'perisphere' and which corresponds to the woll-known 
Mohorovilli6 discontinuity. The 'perisphore' is 
followed by the 'intersphere' to 0. depth of 2,900 km. 
This zone is made of atoms with 'degenorate chemical 
properties'. Finally, at the centre of tho Earth is Uti' 
'contrisphero', which is tho region of 'sqtill.-'lhod' atom.'!. 

In my two papors1 I httve discUI1SOO a coneept 
which I have called 'periodioity ftIDction' - a mathe· 
mo.tical expression, based on empirical data, which 
shows at what proosure aU of the elC'ment!' are modi· 
fierl to such a d.·groe as to lose thoir property of 
l~riooicity; in other words, at what pres!!ure f}1l atom~ 
will bpcome identimd in respect of tlu'ir chemi('t\1 
propt'rtitJ8. According to' my calculution Auch tIo 
pres.'iUro will bo of tho ortler of 1,400,000 attn .. 
corresponding to 0. depth of 2,900 kIll. Ctll'tain work.,! 
by Ramsoy, Kuhn, Wigner, Huntington and otl1l'r!,l 
havo a \)OOI'ing on the d "velopnwnt of this idoa, liS 

well a,; my o\n1. rO!'('f\l'nhos on the th(lnl1o<lynanll(:« 
of comprt'sse(l cryHtalH, which ropl'es!>nt flll1,h,·,. expan· 
sion of t\tC' idea of L(,wis t,h,\t the entl'Op.V of a h.ighl~ 
compl',.",,,,,(1 ery~tal t('n(ls to zoro. 

'fhll.~ 1 assume that at tho high PI'(!,;suro 1)1''' ' 
vailing in the 'centriRpheru' all atom>! will be in H. 
'met>J.lliz(-d' stat.u, in which matt!'r will ho made 01 
atOlniu nuclei i1l1mcrBHd in 1\ homoW'neo1l8 elop-t.r.mic 
'plasma'. HH.vin~ no speciti.c elect l'On<' tIoLtl1ched to 
thOln, atom>! will ('Oft'll' to bo sC'paralt' dlllmmtR with 
dufinitu atomic numb"I'>!, <loti.nite ch01l1i(·td propol·tw;; 
and l'Illwtionl'! in this 1'\'1-'101\ of 'zero ('hL'mistry·. On 
tho ot.hol· huml, in thifl Atate matt"I' ",til b" chamc 
terizcd hy RIICh t\ high electrical awl th"l'nml cnn· 
ductivity thllt t.h" t~mporu.turu of t.ho wholc or till' 
'centnHphl'I'U' will romain constant. 

The. g"<)(lhcmiclll hypoth{'sis of the stnu.tllr<! of th<' 
Earth briofly expounded here requirOA vonHcation 
>\[1(1 amplification. h finds its sUPI'()l·t in eortain 
thormodvnmnical considprations and Sl'COIS to agrOl' 
with th~ scismologictlol <lut,a, In any evunt, such a 
h)o1)()thesis ;11.ay st,imulatu fll1i.her r,,,,eo.rl'il and point 
to new conc(lpt~ of Xature. 
1 Kapu.ninsky. A ...... "Prhhh'ms IIf GeucilclIli"\tr) aud \llIl \·r;llog~ " 

Acad . • "'irl. u.,s . .s.n .. :n (I q;,ti ); ·'(;cl)dlcllli"itn". ~1 00.d ..... Cl 
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DEPENDENCE OF HEAT CAPACITY OF CERTAIN CRYSTALS ON 
THEIR THERMAL HISTORY 

By R. G. S, MORFEE AND L. A, K. STAVE LEY 
Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory, Oxford 

D URING a HLudy of \'11.0 hoot capacitioo of anunon· 
iurn and alkali stannihalidos, dosignf'd to throw 

light on the motion of tho ammonilUn ion in these 
saltA, we havo encountered A. phenomenon for which, 
so far as we are aware, there is no precedent. This is 
that the heat capacity over a considerable range of 
temperature becomes less after the sample has been 
cooloo to low temperatures, and only reachos steady, 
reproducible values after ropeated cooling. The 
effect was most fully investigated for potassiurn 
stannichloride, some results for which are shown in 
Fig. 1. In this figure, in which the molar heat capacity 
Cp is plotted against absolute temperature in the 
rangu 270-300· K., the open circles represent the 
first values obtained after the calorimeter had been 

filled "nd ass01ubled. When thusu lIlt'aRUl'BlllWlLH 
were made, the sample had not iwcn cooled to below 
",245· K. The full eirclos show the valuos obt.H.ined 
three weeks later, during which timu the ctlolorill1.eter 
had been repeatedly cooled (on two occasions to 
20. K .) and heat capacity measUl'ements m,\de from 
20 0 K. upwards. A week later, dw-ing which period 
the calorimeter had been cooled several timNI 
(though not below 195 0 K.), a redetermination of Up 
gave the values plotted as crosses. After another 
week, during which the calorimewl' was cooled t.u 
90. K. four times, and IIl10wed to wann slowly to 
room temperature aft,t,r each cooling, the Cp valu!'A 
(shown as triangles) did not depart significantly from 
the curve through the cro88es. Further experimontti 


